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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this paper was to systematically review the literature and perform a meta-

analysis of the existing data on the effects of post-exercise cooling coupled with resistance 

training (RT) on gains in measures of muscle growth. To locate relevant studies for the topic, 

we comprehensively searched the PubMed/MEDLINE, Scopus, and Web of Science databases. 

A total of 8 studies met inclusion criteria; all employed cold water immersion (CWI) as the 

means of cold application. Preliminary analyses conducted on non-controlled effect sizes 

provided strong evidence of hypertrophic adaptations with RT that were likely to be at least 

small in magnitude (SMD0.5 = 0.36 [95%CrI: 0.10 to 0.61]; p(>0) = 0.995, p(>0.1) = 0.977). In 

contrast, non-controlled effect sizes provided some evidence of hypertrophic adaptations with 

CWI + RT that were likely to be between small and zero in magnitude (SMD0.5 = 0.14 [95%CrI: -

0.08 to 0.36]; p(>0) = 0.906, p(>0.1) = 0.68). The primary analysis conducted on comparative 

effect sizes provided some evidence of greater relative hypertrophic adaptations with RT 

compared to CWI + RT (cSMD0.5 = -0.22 [95%CrI: -0.47 to 0.04]), with differences likely to be 

greater than zero (p(<0) = 0.957) and of at least a small magnitude of effect (p(< -0.1) = 0.834). 

Meta-regression did not indicate a potential moderation effect of training status 

(𝛽Trained:Untrained0.5= -0.10 [95%CrI: -0.65 to 0.43] 𝑝 < 0)=0.653). In conclusion, the current data 

suggest that the application of CWI immediately following bouts of RT may attenuate 

hypertrophic changes. 

 

KEYWORDS: recovery strategies; cold application; cooling; cross-sectional area; fat-free mass; 

lean mass  
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INTRODUCTION 

Practitioners employ a variety of strategies to attenuate the fatigue and discomfort of 

resistance training (RT) or physical competition, or in an attempt to improve performance-

defined measures of recovery. Of these strategies, extreme temperature exposure in various 

forms (e.g. sauna, cold and hot water immersion, cryotherapy, phase-change material) have 

been found to reduce the severity of muscle soreness [1], perceived fatigue [2] [3], and time to 

recovery [4]. Notably, despite the target of cold therapy often cited as being a reduction of 

acute post-exercise inflammation [5] [6], there is some evidence that cold therapy may not 

actually reduce biological markers of inflammation [7] nor improve recovery from eccentric 

exercise-induced muscle damage [8]. Of the various cold therapy strategies, cold water 

immersion (CWI), generally practiced by immersing the torso and limbs or individual limbs in 

water of <15oC for 10-20 minutes following an exercise bout [9], has been found to improve 

recovery for certain types of subsequent athletic or training performance [3] [10] [9], though 

perhaps not all [3]. 

Although athletes commonly use CWI to enhance recovery and acutely improve 

exercise performance [10] [11], the same might not hold true for chronic adaptations to RT. While 

there seem to be little or no negative effects of post-exercise CWI on endurance training 

adaptations [12], CWI following RT may result in muted strength-related adaptations, such as 

absolute strength and muscular power, according to a series of recent narrative and meta-

analytical reviews [13] [14] [15] [16] [9]. 

To date, no meta-analysis has been conducted on the effect of post-exercise cold 

application on RT-induced muscle hypertrophy. However, there are various mechanistic 

reasons that suggest CWI may have detrimental effects on longitudinal skeletal muscle 

accretion. Most notably, CWI has been found to acutely attenuate post-RT mechanistic target 

of rapamycin complex 1 signaling [17], ribosome biogenesis [18], muscle protein synthesis (MPS) 

[19], satellite cell activity [20], and increases in circulating testosterone and cytokines [21] – 
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responses which may, to varying degrees, negatively impact muscular adaptations [22] [23] [24] [25] 

[26]. The purpose of this paper was to systematically review the literature and perform a meta-

analysis of the existing data on the effects of post-exercise cooling coupled with RT on gains in 

measures of muscle growth. 

METHOD 

We conducted this review in accordance with the guidelines of the “Preferred Reporting 

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses” (PRISMA) [27]. The study was preregistered on 

the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/gx69b). 

Search strategy 

To locate relevant studies for the topic, we comprehensively searched the 

PubMed/MEDLINE, Scopus, and Web of Science databases using the following Boolean search 

syntax: (“cold water immersion” OR “CWI” OR “cryotherapy” OR “cryo” OR “cryostimulation” OR 

“cryochamber” OR “ice bath*” OR “ice-bath*” OR “ice water bath” OR “ice-water bath” OR “cold 

exposure” OR “cold application” OR “cold plunge” OR “cold stress” OR “cold treatment” OR 

“post-exercise cooling” OR “post exercise cooling” OR “cooling therap*” OR “contrast-water 

therapy” OR “contrast water therapy”) AND (“resistance training” OR “resistance exercise” OR 

“weight lifting” OR “weightlifting” OR “strength exercise” OR “strength training” OR 

“strengthening” OR “resistive exercise” OR “resistive training”) AND (“muscle hypertrophy” OR 

“muscular hypertrophy” OR “muscle growth” OR “muscular growth” OR “muscle mass” OR 

“muscle development” OR “muscular development” OR “muscle volume” OR “lean body mass” 

OR “fat-free mass” OR “fat free mass” OR “lean mass” OR “muscle fiber” OR “muscle size” OR 

“muscular size” OR “myofiber” OR “myofibre” OR “muscle fibre” OR “muscle thickness” OR 

“cross-sectional area” OR “cross sectional area”). In addition, we screened the reference lists of 

articles retrieved and applicable review papers to uncover any additional studies that might 

meet inclusion criteria, as per Greenhalgh and Peacock [28]. 

https://osf.io/gx69b
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The search process was carried out separately by 3 researchers (AP, MW, and KD). The 

initial search consisted of screening all titles and abstracts for studies potentially meeting 

inclusion/exclusion criteria. For papers deemed potentially relevant, full texts were evaluated 

and decisions were then made as to whether a given study warranted inclusion. Any disputes 

the search team could not resolve were settled by a fourth researcher (BJS). The search was 

finalized on February 24th, 2023. 

Inclusion criteria 

We included studies that satisfied the following criteria: (a) had a randomized design 

(either within- or between-group design) and directly compared cold application + RT vs. RT 

with a sham or active/passive recovery (both with and without adjuvant dietary interventions) 

for estimates of changes in lean/muscle mass using a validated measure (dual-energy X-ray 

absorptiometry [DXA], bioelectrical impedance analysis, magnetic resonance imaging [MRI], 

computerized tomography [CT], ultrasound [US], muscle biopsy or limb circumference 

measurement) in healthy adults; (b) involved at least 2 RT sessions per week for a duration of 

at least 4 weeks1 (NOTE: in our preregistration we indicated a minimum duration of 6 weeks, 

but after perusing the data we decided to accept studies with a duration of at least 4 weeks 

and then subanalyze by study length); (c) published in a peer-reviewed English language 

journal or on a pre-print server. We excluded studies that utilized participants with co-

morbidities that might impair muscle hypertrophy responses (musculoskeletal 

disease/injury/cardiovascular impairments). 

Data extraction 

For each included study, 2 researchers (RB and AM) independently extracted and 

coded the following data: Author name(s), title and year of publication, sample size, participant 

characteristics (i.e. sex, training status, age), description of the training intervention (i.e. 

 
1 NOTE: In our preregistration we indicated a minimum duration of 6 weeks, but after perusing the data we 
decided to accept studies with a duration of at least 4 weeks given evidence of appreciable hypertrophy at 
this timepoint [67] and then subanalyze data by study length. 
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duration, volume, load, frequency, proximity to failure, body region), method for hypertrophy 

assessment (i.e., DXA, MRI, CT, US, biopsy, circumference measurement), and mean pre- and 

post-study lean/muscle mass values with corresponding standard deviations. In cases where 

measures of changes in lean/muscle mass were not reported, we attempted to contact the 

corresponding author(s) to obtain the data. If unattainable, we extracted the data from graphs 

(when available) via online software (https://automeris.io/WebPlotDigitizer/). To account for the 

possibility of coder drift, a third researcher (FA) recoded 30% of the studies, which were 

randomly selected for assessment [29]. Per case agreement was determined by dividing the 

number of variables coded the same by the total number of variables. Acceptance required a 

mean agreement of 0.90. Any discrepancies in the extracted data were resolved through 

discussion and mutual consensus of the coders. 

Methodological quality 

As noted in the preregistration, we originally planned to use the Downs and Black 

assessment tool [30] to assess study quality. However, after discussion with the research team, 

it was determined that the proposed tool was too generic to properly evaluate the 

complexities of longitudinal RT research. Thus, we developed an alternative tool specifically 

designed to assess the quality (both in terms of risk of bias as well as transparency of 

reporting) of longitudinal RT interventions. We named the tool: Standards Method for 

Assessment of Resistance Training in Longitudinal Designs (SMART-LD). 

The SMART-LD tool consists of 20 questions that address the following aspects of a 

study’s methodology: general (items 1-2); participants (items 3-7), training program (items 8-

11), outcomes (items 12-16), and statistical analyses (17-20). Each item in the checklist is given 

1 point if the criterion is satisfied or 0 points if the criterion is not satisfied. The values of all 

questions are summed, with the final total used to classify studies as follows: “good quality” 

(16-20 points); “fair quality” (12-15 points); or “poor quality” (≤ 11 points). 
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As per Resnick et al. [31], we established content validity of the tool by initially creating a 

list of items that addressed the primary aspects of repeated measures RT protocols 

(participants, program, outcomes, statistics). Our team of 5 experienced researchers reached a 

consensus on the content and wording of the items included in the tool. We then sought input 

from colleagues who provided additional feedback on areas of relevance and ambiguity. After 

addressing the input from our colleagues, we sent the tool to 4 independent researchers, all 

experienced with carrying out longitudinal RT trials, to rate the relevance of the items on a 

scale of 1 (not very relevant) to 4 (very relevant). The mean relative rating for all items between 

the 4 raters was 3.56 (89%) and no item was rated “not very relevant”, indicating the tool has 

high relevance for evaluating the quality of longitudinal RT designs. An overview of the items 

included in the SMART-LD tool and explanation of the grading criteria for each item can be 

found at: https://osf.io/nhva2/. 

We thus employed the SMART-LD tool as the primary quality assessment of studies 

included in this meta-analysis. Four reviewers (AP, MC, RB, and PAK) independently rated each 

study; any disputes were resolved by majority consensus. Given our initial intention to employ 

the Downs and Black checklist as noted in the preregistration, we also carried out a quality 

assessment of studies using this tool. Three reviewers (AP, MS, and FA) independently rated 

each study; any disputes were resolved by majority consensus. 

Statistical analyses 

A Bayesian framework was chosen over a frequentist approach as it can provide more 

flexible modeling enabling results to be presented intuitively by reporting subjective 

probabilities [32]. As muscle growth was measured using different methods in the included 

studies, the primary analysis was conducted using comparative standardized mean difference 

effect sizes (cSMD) calculated from direct comparisons between CWI + RT and RT. To provide 

additional context, preliminary analyses were conducted with non-controlled standardized 

mean difference effect sizes (SMD) to determine whether the CWI + RT and RT programs 

https://osf.io/nhva2/
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tended to result in hypertrophic adaptations. Three-level random-effects Bayesian hierarchical 

models were used to pool effect sizes and model the mean comparative effect, variance within 

studies, variance between studies, and covariance of multiple outcomes reported in the same 

study (i.e., multiple outcomes and/or single outcome reported at multiple time points following 

baseline). Within-study variances were calculated using standard distributional assumptions [33] 

[34] with adjustment for cross-over designs where required [35]. Within-study variances are 

dependent on pre-post correlations [33] that are generally not reported. Rather than specify a 

single correlation value, this was estimated but constrained using an informative prior 

distribution. Similarly, informative prior distributions were used for the comparative effect sizes 

based on previous meta-analysis data [36]. Sensitivity analyses were conducted using weakly-

informative prior distributions and presented in supplementary file (see supplemental file S1). 

Inconsistency in models was described by comparing variances across the three levels. 

Inferences from all analyses were performed on posterior samples generated using the 

Hamiltonian Markov Chain Monte Carlo method and through credible intervals (CrI) and 

calculated probabilities (p). Interpretations were based on medians (e.g. cSMD0.5), range of 

values within CrIs, and calculation of probabilities that the magnitude of the pooled mean 

effect size exceeded qualitative thresholds (i.e. small, medium, and large) specific to strength 

and conditioning interventions [37] [36]. For non-controlled effect sizes the small, medium, and 

large thresholds selected were +0.10, +0.35, and +0.70 [37], with values of ±0.10, ±0.30, and 

±0.50 used for comparative effect sizes [34]. Meta-regression or subgroup analyses were 

performed where sufficient data were available including a minimum of 4 data points per 

category level or 10 data points for continuous variables [38]. Small-study effects (publication 

bias, etc.) were visually inspected with funnel plots and quantified with a multi-level extension 

of Egger’s regression-intercept test [39]. Analyses were performed using the R wrapper package 

brms interfaced with Stan to perform the sampling [40]. Full model details including prior 
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distributions for all meta-analyses are presented in the supplementary file S1, with summary 

descriptions presented in text. 

Results 

Descriptive data 

A total of 8 interventions met inclusion criteria (see supplemental file S2); all employed 

CWI as the means of cold application (see Table 1). The duration of the studies ranged from 4 

to 12 weeks. All studies included young adults (aged 20–26 years). Seven studies included only 

males [41] [42] [20] [17] [43] [44] [45], and 1 study included both males and females [46]. Four studies 

employed resistance-trained participants [46] [41] [42] [20] and the others employed untrained 

participants [45] [44] [43] [17]. Six studies incorporated a parallel group design [45] [44] [43] [41] [20] [17] 

and the other 2 employed a within-subject crossover design [46] [42]. All the RT sessions were 

performed 2-3 times per week. Two studies solely focused on training handgrip [40] [41], 1 study 

solely focused on training the wrist flexors [45], 3 studies trained just the lower body [46] [41] [20] , 

and the other 2 employed full body training protocols [42] [17]. Only 2 studies reported intensity 

of effort, with 1 reporting that participants trained to failure [46] and 1 reporting participants 

stopping shy of failure [42] and none of the other studies reporting proximity to failure. Three 

studies reported that training was directly supervised [46] [42] [20] while the other 5 did not report 

whether training was supervised or unsupervised [45] [44] [43] [41] [17]. Three studies exposed only 

upper limbs to CWI [45] [44] [43], 2 studies exposed only lower limbs to CWI [41] [20], and 3 studies 

exposed participants to full-body CWI [46] [42] [17]. Three studies applied CWI for 10 minutes [46] 

[41] [20], 2 studies applied CWI for 15 minutes [42] [17], and 3 applied CWI for 20 minutes [45] [44] [43]. 

Water temperature was 10oC for 6 of the studies [45] [44] [43] [41] [20] [17], 15oC for 1 of the studies 

[42], and between 14-15oC for the last [46]. CWI was administered 3 minutes post-RT in 2 studies 

[45] [43], 5 minutes post-RT in 2 studies [20] [17], and 15 minutes post-RT in 2 studies [41] [42], while 2 

studies only specified that CWI followed the last set of exercise [44] and immediately followed 

each training session [46]. Three studies reported total lean body mass via DXA [41] [42] [17], with 
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only 1 reporting distinct upper body and lower body measurements [17]. For site-specific 

measures of hypertrophy 2 studies used biopsy of the vastus lateralis to analyze type I and 

type II muscle fibers [20] [17], 1 study used US of the vastus medialis [46], 1 study measured leg 

circumference [46], 1 study used MRI of the quadriceps [20], 1 study used US of the forearm [43], 1 

study used US for wrist flexors [45], and 2 studies measured forearm circumference [45] [44]. 

 

Table 1. Summary of the methods of included studies. 
Study Sample Design RT Protocol CWI Protocol Hypertrophy 

Measure 

Duration 

Fyfe et al. 

(2019) 

8 untrained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + PASS 

TB protocol 

performed 3 d/wk 

consisting of 3–5 

sets per exercise 

at either 20RM or 

12RM 

TB CWI for 15 

minutes at 10oC 

beginning 5 

minutes post-RT 

- DXA: UB, LB, 

TLM 

- Biopsy: VL 

7 wks 

Horgan et al. 

(2023) 

17 trained 

men 

Random 

order 

assignment 

to 1 of 3 

conditions 

with a 

crossover 

design: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + SS 

TB supervised 

protocol 

performed 2 d/wk 

consisting of 2-4 

sets per exercise 

at 66-87% 1RM or 

body weight with 1 

set completed 

every 4 minutes; 

core exercises 

consisted of 3 sets 

with 15s inter-set 

rest intervals 

TB CWI for 15 

minutes at 15oC 

beginning 15 

minutes post-RT. SS 

group performed 

static stretching at 

23°C 

- DXA: TLM 4 wks 

Ohnishi et al. 

(2004) 

16 

untrained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + PASS 

Unilateral 

handgrip protocol 

performed 3 d/wk 

consisting of 3 sets 

at 8RM 

UL CWI for 20 

minutes at 10oC 

following RT 

- CIR: forearm 6 wks 

Poppendieck 

et al. (2021) 

11 trained 

men and 

women (M 

= 9; W = 2) 

Random 

order 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

conditions 

with a 

crossover 

design: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + PASS 

LB supervised 

protocol 

performed 2 d/wk 

consisting of 3 sets 

per exercise at 

10RM with 3min 

inter-set rest 

intervals 

TB CWI for 10 

minutes at 14-15oC 

immediately 

following RT 

- US: VM 

- CIR: leg 

8 wks 

Roberts et al. 

(2015) 

21 trained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

LB supervised 

protocol 

performed 2 d/wk 

LL CWI for 10 

minutes at 10oC 

beginning 5 

- biopsy: VL 

- MRI: QUAD 

12 wks 
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groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + ACT 

consisting of 3–6 

sets per exercise 

at 8-12RM for 

machine exercises, 

20%+ PTBM for 

WWL, body weight 

for CDJ, 50% of 

lunge load for 

SESJ, SLJ, and CBJ 

with 1min inter-set 

rest intervals and 

3min inter-

exercise rest 

intervals 

minutes post-RT. 

ACT group 

performed 10 

minutes low 

intensity stationary 

cycling 

Wilson et al. 

(2021) 

13 trained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + SI 

LB protocol 

performed 2 d/wk 

consisting of 2 

blocks. 

- Strength block 

consisted of 3–4 

sets per exercise 

at 4-6RM except 

for JS (2 reps 

@load eliciting 

peak power) 

- Power block 

consisted of 5 sets 

at: final strength 

block weight (1/4 

squat for 2 reps 

and JS for 3 reps), 

body weight (box 

jumps for 3 reps), 

same weight as JS 

(squat jumps for 3 

reps), 30-cm box 

(drop jumps for 3 

reps) 

LL CWI for 10 

minutes at 10oC 

beginning 15 

minutes post-RT. SI 

group were told 

they received extra 

leucine 

supplementation 

- DXA: TLM 8 wks 

Yamane et al. 

(2006) 

16 

untrained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + PASS 

Bilateral handgrip 

protocol 

performed 3 d/wk 

consisting of 3 sets 

of handgrip 

ergometer 

exercise at 8RM 

(70-80% 1RM) with 

2min inter-set rest 

intervals 

UL CWI for 20 

minutes at 10oC 

beginning 3 

minutes post-RT 

US: forearm 4 wks 

Yamane et al. 

(2015) 

14 

untrained 

men 

Random 

assignment 

to 1 of 2 

groups: (1) 

RT + CWI; (2) 

RT + PASS 

Unilateral WF 

protocol 

performed 3 d/wk 

consisting of 5 sets 

of 8 reps of wrist 

flexion ergometer 

UL CWI for 20 

minutes at 10oC 

beginning 3 

minutes post-RT 

- US: WF 

- CIR: forearm 

6 wks 
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exercise 70-80% 

1RM with 2min 

inter-set rest 

intervals 

PASS = passive recovery; SS = static stretching; ACT = active recovery; SI = sham intervention; TB = total body; LB 

= lower body; PTBM = pre-training body mass;  WWL = weighted walking lunges; CDJ = countermovement drop 

jumps; SESJ = slow eccentric squat jumps; SLJ = split lunge lumps; CBJ = countermovement box jumps; JS = jump 

shrugs; WF = wrist flexor; UL = upper limb; LL = lower limbs; DXA: dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry; UB = upper 

body; TLM = total lean mass; VL = vastus lateralis; CIR = circumference; US = ultrasound; VM = vastus medialis; 

MRI = magnetic resonance imaging; QUAD = quadriceps 

 

Meta-analyses 

Preliminary analyses conducted on non-controlled effect sizes provided strong 

evidence of hypertrophic adaptations with RT that were likely to be at least small in magnitude 

(SMD0.5 = 0.36 [95%CrI: 0.10 to 0.61]; p(>0) = 0.995, p(>0.1) = 0.977); Figure 1). In contrast, non-

controlled effect sizes provided some evidence of hypertrophic adaptations with CWI + RT that 

were likely to between small and zero in magnitude (SMD0.5 = 0.14 [95%CrI: -0.08 to 0.36]; p(>0) 

= 0.906, p(>0.1) = 0.68); Figure 1). Full model details including information of prior distributions 

are presented in supplementary file S1 (Table S1). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Bayesian forest plots illustrating pooling of non-controlled standardized mean difference 

effect sizes for resistance training (A) and with cold water immersion with resistance training (B). 
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Positive values indicate muscle growth and negative values indicate a reduction in muscle following 

intervention. Distributions represent “shrunken estimates” based on all effects sizes included, the 

random effects model fitted and borrowed information across studies to reduce uncertainty. Black 

circles and connected intervals represent the median value and 95% credible intervals for the 

shrunken estimates. White circles and intervals represent the raw estimates and sampling variance 

calculated directly from study data. Bottom distributions illustrate uncertainty in the pooled means. 

 

The primary analysis conducted on comparative effect sizes (Figure 2) provided some 

evidence of greater relative hypertrophic adaptations with RT compared to CWI + RT (cSMD0.5 = 

-0.22 [95%CrI: -0.47 to 0.04]), with differences likely to be greater than zero (p(<0) = 0.957) and 

of at least a small effect (p(< -0.1) = 0.834). Full model details including information of prior 

distributions are presented in supplementary file S1 (Table S2). 

Two meta-regressions were conducted to investigate the potential moderation effect of 

intervention duration (shorter: <8 weeks; longer: ≥8 weeks) and training status. Limited 

evidence of a moderation effect was obtained for both factors with the CrIs demonstrating 

high uncertainty (Shorter:Longer 0.5= -0.04 [95%CrI: -0.61 to 0.55], p(<0)=0.570; 

Trained:Untrained 0.5= -0.10 [95%CrI: -0.65 to 0.43] p(<0) = 0.653). Full model details including 

information of prior distributions are presented in supplementary file S1 (Table S3). 

Egger’s regression intercept test produced wide intervals and a visual inspection of the 

funnel plot (Figure 3) did not identify any small-study-related issues. 
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Figure 2: Bayesian forest plot illustrating pooling of comparative standardized mean difference 

effect sizes directly comparing resistance training (RT) and cold water immersion with resistance 

training (CWI + RT). Positive values favor cold water immersion and resistance training (CWI + RT) 

and negative values favor resistance training (RT).  Distributions represent “shrunken estimates” 

based on all effects sizes included, the random effects model fitted and borrowed information 

across studies to reduce uncertainty. Black circles and connected intervals represent the median 

value and 95% credible intervals for the shrunken estimates. White circles and intervals represent 

the raw estimates and sampling variance calculated directly from study data. Bottom distribution 

illustrates uncertainty in the pooled mean. 
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Figure 3: Funnel plot of all comparative effect sizes. Data are colored according to the individual 

studies. Blue region illustrates the pooled mean estimate and 95% credible interval. 
 

 

Study quality 

A qualitative assessment of the studies via the SMART-LD tool indicated a mean score 

of 9.8 out of a possible 20 points (range: 4 to 13 points). No studies were deemed to be of 

good quality, 3 studies were deemed to be of fair quality [42] [17] [20], and 5 studies were deemed 

to be of poor quality [41] [43] [44] [46] [45]. 

A qualitative assessment of the studies via the Downs and Black checklist indicated a 

mean score of 18.4 out of a possible 29 points (range: 12 to 24 points). Two studies were 
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deemed to be of good quality [20] [42], 6 studies were classified as being of fair quality [17] [46] [41] 

[43] [45] [44], and no studies were found to be of poor quality. 

Discussion 

This is the first systematic review with meta-analysis to examine the effects of CWI on 

RT-induced skeletal muscle hypertrophy. Although evidence indicates that CWI does not 

completely prevent muscular gains, our results suggest it likely attenuates adaptations 

compared with RT alone. Analyses indicated the strategy is likely to result in at least a small 

magnitude of reduction in hypertrophy, with the upper credible interval identifying a relatively 

low probability of a moderate detrimental effect. Subanalysis using meta-regression provided a 

lack of evidence that training status altered the likely attenuation of muscle hypertrophy with 

CWI. 

Our findings are consistent with acute data showing that CWI blunts the anabolic 

response to RT. For example, Fuchs et al. [19] found that CWI administered 20 minutes after 

performance of lower body RT reduced MPS rates for up to 5 hours post-application. The 

researchers also demonstrated an impaired MPS response to CWI during prolonged RT [19]. In 

addition, evidence indicates that the post-RT exposure to CWI attenuates activation of 

transcriptional factors involved in ribosome biogenesis [18] and suppresses satellite cell activity 

[20], both of which are purported to be important mediators of skeletal muscle hypertrophy [47]. 

These alterations persisted for up to 48 hours after application, suggesting a prolonged 

deleterious effect. 

While the scope of this analysis did not include mechanistic drivers of skeletal muscle 

accretion, potential physiological mechanisms behind attenuated hypertrophy outcomes 

following CWI have been proposed in previous research. One such hypothesis is that CWI 

alters the acute inflammatory response to RT, which has been implicated in the kinase domain 

of titan hypertrophy [22]. A reduction in inflammatory responses to RT could also conceivably 

attenuate reactive oxygen species production [48] and associated activation of the mitogen-
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activated protein kinase pathway [49], thereby downregulating MPS [50] and potential anabolism. 

To this point, several human trials have reported blunted inflammatory-related cytokine 

responses to RT in the minutes and hours following cold exposure including inflammation 

markers such as interleukin-6 (IL-6), tumor necrosis factor-α and plasma chemokine ligand 2 [1] 

[21]. On the other hand, Peake et al. [7] found similar acute blunting of pro-inflammatory 

cytokines between CWI and active recovery groups after a bout of intense RT. Similarly, Ahokas 

et al. [51] reported little difference in inflammation markers following CWI and thermoneutral 

water immersion following high-intensity sprinting and jumping. The conflicting data call into 

question whether post-exercise reductions in acute inflammatory responses induced by CWI 

play a role in altering muscle development and, if so, to what extent. 

It also is possible that CWI negatively affects anabolism via reductions in post-exercise 

blood flow to the musculature, a potential impact that should not be overlooked as blood flow 

and nutrient-dependent skeletal muscle proteolysis and MPS regulatory effects of insulin are 

well established [52] [53]. In brief, studies have found that CWI may reduce blood flow to 

musculature exposed to RT compared to both thermoneutral water [54] and whole-body 

cryotherapy [55] interventions. While the post-RT anabolic window for muscle growth associated 

with MPS may not be as narrow as once thought [56], an acute reduction in post-RT nutrient 

delivery, and therefore an extended period of muscle protein catabolism and diminished 

maximal MPS capacity via CWI-induced blood flow impairment, is theoretically plausible. 

Whether these acute outcomes directly or indirectly affect long-term hypertrophic adaptations 

remains undetermined. 

Taken in concert, these findings may contribute to an acute mechanistic understanding 

of the attenuated skeletal muscle hypertrophy discussed in this analysis. However, it should be 

noted that findings related to acute responses to RT should not be extrapolated to chronic 

mechanisms of hypertrophic adaptations out of hand (e.g. [57]). 
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Regarding the quality of the included studies, we employed 2 separate assessments to 

determine their risk of bias and transparency of reporting. The frequently used Downs and 

Black checklist indicated that the included studies were generally of good to fair quality. 

Alternatively, the SMART-LD tool, created to specifically assess the quality of longitudinal RT 

research, indicated studies were generally of fair to poor quality. In combination, these results 

suggest that higher quality studies are needed to draw stronger inferences as to the effects of 

CWI on muscle development. Moreover, the discrepancies in results between the 2 tools 

indicate that commonly employed quality assessment methods may not be sufficient for 

evaluating longitudinal RT interventions. 

Limitations 

There are several limitations that must be acknowledged when attempting to draw 

evidence-based conclusions from our analysis. First, the majority of studies included in this 

analysis lasted between 4-8 weeks, with only one intervention exceeding 8 weeks [20]. Although 

results showed evidence that the combination of CWI and RT modestly impairs measures of 

muscular hypertrophy, it is not clear if the comparison between groups would have varied over 

longer time frames. 

Second, the heterogeneity of measurement methods between studies can be 

considered a limitation to the validity of the findings, as the ability to draw inferences regarding 

the efficacy of a RT protocol is largely predicated on the assessment tools used [58]. The studies 

included in this meta-analysis employed a wide array of measurements including biopsy, DXA, 

circumference, US, and MRI. However, direct imaging modalities (i.e. MRI, CT, and US) have 

been shown to be more accurate for assessing hypertrophic adaptations compared to indirect 

modalities (i.e. DXA) [59] [60]. Moreover, biopsy shows high coefficients of variation (~13%) for 

assessing fiber CSA [61], indicating questionable reliability for this modality. Thus, future studies 

investigating the effects of CWI on muscular adaptations should seek to employ direct imaging 

methods either alone or in combination with other modalities. On the other hand, the fact that 
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a variety of modalities indicate CWI impairs hypertrophy, even those less sensitive to detecting 

subtle changes in muscle mass, would seem to strengthen the confidence in our conclusions. 

Third, the RT protocols varied greatly between studies, including total weekly training 

volume, frequency, and proximity to failure. Several of these studies included only exercises 

targeting smaller muscle groups during single-joint movements, which may not accurately 

reflect the training programs of most athletes. Only 3 studies [45] [43] [44] included exercises 

involving multi-joint movements commonly seen in athletic settings. Furthermore, only 1 study 

[17] used whole-body RT, which may be essential for determining if CWI has localized or 

systemic effects on RT adaptations. 

Fourth, most of the included studies did not attempt to compile nutritional intake 

across the respective study periods. It is well-documented that both total daily energy and 

protein consumption influences the hypertrophic response to RT [62] [63]. Although the 

randomized designs would seemingly help to account for nutritional discrepancies between 

groups, the relatively small sample sizes of studies could have unduly influenced the responses 

in the respective groups. Thus, future studies should seek to account for dietary intake to 

ensure this variable does not confound results. 

Fifth, all the included studies administered CWI therapy following every RT session using 

a similar approach (i.e. 10-20 minutes, <15 minutes following training, 10-15oC), and there may 

be alternative CWI approaches to consider. Realistically, CWI therapy may be applied only 

intermittently throughout a certain period of time (e.g. a week or month), and does not 

necessarily have to be applied immediately following each training session. It therefore is 

possible that alternative approaches to CWI application might yield different results. Future 

research should look to establish consistent and ecologically valid standards as to the timing 

and frequency of CWI application to enhance the generalizability of findings. 

Sixth, our results are specific to the use of CWI as a recovery strategy. We therefore 

cannot necessarily extrapolate findings to other cold application strategies such as 
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cryotherapy, which warrant further investigation as to their chronic effects on muscular 

adaptations. 

Finally, the pooled subject population consisted primarily of young men; only 1 of the 8 

studies [46] involved female participants and no studies involved adolescents or older adults. 

Thus, our findings cannot necessarily be generalized to other populations. Given the influences 

that recovery, muscular sensitivity, and endocrine factors can have on RT adaptations [64] [65] [66], 

future research should investigate the impact of cooling strategies on muscular hypertrophy 

across populations. 

Conclusion 

The current data suggest that the application of CWI immediately following bouts of RT 

may modestly attenuate gains in muscle hypertrophy. When considering the practical 

implications of these findings, it is important to note that the results of this analysis apply solely 

to CWI application within 15 minutes of exercise cessation, which may not accurately reflect 

ecologically valid scenarios where CWI is employed several hours post-RT and/or implemented 

periodically rather than exclusively on RT days. It is unknown as to whether, or the degree to 

which, intermittent use of CWI or more time between RT sessions and CWI application may 

influence gains in muscle mass. Thus, individuals seeking to maximize muscle hypertrophy 

should avoid using CWI immediately following bouts of RT and further consider the frequency 

and timing of application. In addition, the current results suggest that RT in combination with 

CWI may still induce gains in muscle mass, but to a lesser degree compared to RT alone. These 

findings may have practical implications for athletes looking to limit RT-induced gains in muscle 

mass (e.g. distance runners). Further research is needed to understand the effects of different 

frequencies and timing strategies of CWI on RT-induced muscular adaptations, especially in 

resistance trained individuals and endurance athletes. 
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